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2023 Grand Design Solitude 346FLS $88
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Description 2023 Grand Design Solitude 346FLS, Grand Design Solitude fifth wheel 346FLS
highlights: Separate Living Area Two Tri-Fold Sofas Rear Bedroom Four-Door
Refrigerator Kitchen Island Two Power Awnings ? This fifth wheel offers a
unique? rear exterior storage bay with tray giving you extra space to carry larger
items like outdoor camping equipment such as tables and chairs, golf clubs or
even your seasonal items if you plan to live in this Solitude. Another popular
feature is the separate living area up front giving you manual theater seats , dual
opposing tri-fold sofa slides that offer sleeping space for family and friends, and
an LED TV with a fireplace below to enjoy.? The? separate kitchen area is a
another great place to gather at the free-standing table with four chairs or around
the kitchen island. The cook will appreciate the flip-up countertop, and all the
appliances plus the? pull-out trash and the oversized pantry with shelves.? At
night you can retire to the master bedroom to your own queen bed within a slide
out or choose the king option, and the? pull-out ottoman will come in handy. You
might like to add a washer/dryer option to the prepped closet space, and the
wardrobe can keep your clothing wrinkle-free and there are drawers to store more
items. ? With any Solitude fifth wheel by Grand Design, you will get maximum
insulation from the thermal roof design, the exclusive fully laminated walls , the
triple insulated main floor, the Rail-Tite underbelly seal, the insulated gooseneck
and the insulated baggage doors. The? MORryde rubber pin box system utilizes a
unique rubber shear spring to positively deal with rough towing and road shock,
the?Tire Linc TPMS system monitors pressure and temperature, and the 6-point
hydraulic system allows you to setup easily. And the upgraded shower system ,
the hardwood window valances, the oversized kitchen pantry, the window above
the master bed headboard, and the Rockford Fosgate stereo entertainment
system with HDMI and App controls are a few more reasons you will love these
extended-stay fifth wheels!? ??

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 21121094
VIN Number: 35944-21121094
Condition: New
Length: 38
Slideouts: 5
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